Abstract. Smith normal form computation has many applications in group theory, module theory and number theory. As the entries of the matrix and of its corresponding transformation matrices can explode during the computation, it is a very difficult problem to compute the Smith normal form of large dense matrices. The computation has two main problems: the high execution time and the memory requirements, which might exceed the memory of one processor. To avoid these problems, we develop two parallel Smith normal form algorithms using MPI. These are the first algorithms computing the Smith normal form with corresponding transformation matrices, both over the rings Z and F [x]. We show that our parallel algorithms both have a good efficiency, i.e. by doubling the processes, the execution time is nearly halved, and succeed in computing the Smith normal form of dense example matrices over the rings Z and F2[x] with more than thousand rows and columns.
Introduction
A matrix in R m,n over a Euclidean ring R with rank r is in Smith normal form, if it is a diagonal matrix with the first r diagonal elements being divisors of the next diagonal element and the last diagonal elements being zero. A theorem of Smith says that you can obtain from an arbitrary matrix in R m,n the uniquely determined Smith normal form by doing unimodular row and column operations.
The Smith normal form plays an important role in the theory of finite Abelian groups and in the theory of finitely generated modules over principal ideal rings. For many applications, for example the integer solutions of an integer system of linear equations, the transformation matrices describing the unimodular operations are important as well.
There are many algorithms for efficiently computing the Smith normal form, most of them only for one of the rings Z or F [x] . Some of these algorithms are probabilistic ( [2] for R = Z, [16] for R = Q[x]). Deterministic algorithms for R = Z often use modular techniques ( [3] , [5] , [12, Chapter 8.4] , [14] , [15] ). Unfortunately, these algorithms are unable to compute the corresponding transformation matrices.
We shortly introduce the two most important Smith normal form algorithms which work for both the ring Z and the ring F[x] and which are able to compute the corresponding transformation matrices. Both the algorithm of Kannan, Bachem [9] and the algorithm of Hartley, Hawkes [4] compute the diagonal form first and finally with an elementary algorithm the Smith normal form.
The disadvantage of these algorithms is that during the computation the entries of the matrix and the corresponding transformation matrices can be very large, even exponential [1] . For high-dimensional matrices with large entries this leads to high execution times and memory problems which can be solved by parallelization.
In [7] , [8] and [17] parallel probabilistic algorithms are introduced for the ring F[x], but without experimental results, and in [11] a parallel algorithm is described, which only works for characteristic matrices.
In this paper we parallelize the general algorithms of Kannan, Bachem and Hartley, Hawkes for rectangular matrices. The main problem is how to uniformly distribute a large matrix to many processes. The key observation is that a row distribution is more efficient, if we use column operations, and column distribution is more efficient, if we use row operations. As we use both row and column operations, we develop an auxiliary algorithm which transforms a row distributed matrix into a column distributed one and vice versa. We estimate the parallel operations of our two algorithms and see that the complexity of the parallel Hartley-Hawkes-Algorithm is better than that of the parallel KannanBachem-Algorithm.
We implement the algorithms and test it for large dense matrices over the rings Z and F 2 [x] . The experiments show that the parallel Kannan-BachemAlgorithm leads to better results for the ring Z and the parallel Hartley-HawkesAlgorithm to better results for the ring F 2 [x]. Considering medium-sized matrices, we see that the algorithms have a good efficiency, even for 64 processes. The algorithms are also able to compute the Smith normal form with its corresponding transformation matrices of very large matrices in reasonable time. Because of the memory requirements, the program package MAGMA is not able to do such computations.
Preliminaries

Notations and Definitions
Let R be a commutative, integral ring with 1. Let R be Euclidean, i.e. there is a mapping φ : R \ {0} → N 0 such that for a ∈ R, b ∈ R \ {0} exist q, r ∈ R with a = qb + r and r = 0 ∨ φ(r) < φ(b). We consider the following two examples: a) The set Z of integers We choose φ := | · |, R := N 0 . For a ∈ R let a be the largest integer ≤ a. m,n let A deg := max 1≤i,j≤n {deg(A i,j )}. Definition 1. GL n (R) is the group of matrices in R n,n whose determinant is a unit in the ring R. These matrices are called unimodular matrices.
Definition 2.
A matrix A ∈ R m,n with rank r is in Hermite normal form (HNF), if the following conditions hold:
The matrix A is in left Hermite normal form (LHNF), if its transpose A T is in HNF.
There exists a matrix V ∈ GL n (R) such that H = AV is in HNF. The matrix H is uniquely determined.
Definition 3.
A matrix A ∈ R m,n with rank r is in Smith normal form (SNF), if the following conditions hold:
Theorem 2. [13]
Let A ∈ R m,n . There exist matrices U ∈ GL m (R) and V ∈ GL n (R) such that C = U AV is in SNF. The matrix C is uniquely determined. The matrices U, V are called the corresponding left hand and right hand transformation matrix for the Smith normal form.
In the following Smith normal form algorithms we receive the corresponding transformation matrices, if we apply the row operations to E m and the column operations to E n .
Algorithm DIAGTOSMITH
In the SNF algorithms we use an elementary algorithm DIAGTOSMITH which computes the Smith normal form of a matrix in diagonal form [10, p. 318, Hilfssatz 11.5.14]. Two neighboring diagonal elements are substituted by its gcd and its lcm, until the matrix is in Smith normal form. The algorithm needs min{m, n} 2 gcd computations.
Kannan-Bachem-Algorithm
The algorithm of Kannan and Bachem ( [9] ) alternately computes the Hermite normal form and the left Hermite normal form, until the matrix is in diagonal form. At the end the algorithm DIAGTOSMITH is applied.
Remark 1. Let A ∈ R m,n with p = max{m, n}. Then the HNF and LHNF procedure of the Kannan-Bachem-Algorithm is executed
Hartley-Hawkes-Algorithm
For i, j with 1
= 0. This is done by subtracting the multiple of a column from a different column very often. The procedure COLGCD is analogously defined with the role of rows and columns exchanged. The algorithm of Hartley and Hawkes [4, p. 112] alternately uses the procedures ROWGCD (l, l) and COLGCD (l, l), until the first l − 1 rows and columns have diagonal form. Finally the algorithm DIAGTOSMITH is used again.
Remark 2. Let A ∈ R m,n with p = max{m, n}. Then the ROWGCD and COL-GCD procedure of the Hartley-Hawkes-Algorithm is executed at most O(p
3 Parallelization of the Smith normal form algorithms
Idea of Parallelization
A parallel program is a set of independent processes with data being interchanged between the processes. For interchanging the data we need the following procedures:
-With BROADCAST x a process sends a variable x to all other processes.
-With BROADCAST-RECEIVE x FROM z a process receives a variable x from the process with the number z which it has sent with BROADCAST. -With SEND x TO z a process sends a variable x to the process with the number z. -With SEND-RECEIVE x FROM z a process receives a variable x from the process with the number z which it has sent with SEND.
The matrix whose Smith normal form shall be computed has to be distributed to the different processes as uniformly as possible. It is straightforward to put different rows or different columns of a matrix to one process. For algorithms, in which mainly column operations are used, a column distribution is not sensible, as for column additions with multiplicity the columns involved in computations mostly belong to different processes, so that for each such computation a whole column has to be sent. So we decide to distribute rows, if column operations are used, and columns, if row operations are used. As for Smith normal form algorithms both operations are used, we have to switch between both distributions (see the procedures PAR-ROWTOCOL and PAR-COLTOROW).
We consider a row distribution. Let the matrixĀ ∈ R m,n be distributed on q processes and let the z-th process consist of k(z) rows. Every process z has as input a matrix A ∈ R k(z),n with q z=1 k(z) = m. For every process let the order of the rows be equal to the original order. At any time we can obtain the complete matrix by putting together these matrices. We choose the following uniform distribution: The process with the number z receives the rows z, z + q, · · · , z + (m − z)/q · q. Further we need the following functions:
-For 1 ≤ l ≤ m, ROW-TASK (l) returns the number of the process owning the l-th row. -For 1 ≤ l ≤ m, ROW-NUM (l) returns the row number of the original l-th row, if the row lies on its own process, and otherwise the row number, which it would get, if it would be inserted into its own process.
Analogously, we define the column distribution and the functions COL-TASK and COL-NUM. Since only column operations are performed on the right hand transformation matrix V , we choose for V a row distribution. Analogously, we choose a column distribution for the left hand transformation matrix U . 
Auxiliary algorithm PAR-DIAGTOSMITH
As the original procedure DIAGTOSMITH is very fast in practice, it is sufficient to parallelize it trivially. Every diagonal element is broadcast from the process it lies on to all other processes so that the operations can be performed. In this algorithm O(p 2 ) BROADCAST operations are performed and O(p 2 ) ring elements are sent with BROADCAST. We use two versions of this algorithm, one for row distribution and one for column distribution.
Auxiliary algorithms PAR-ROWTOCOL and PAR-COLTOROW
The algorithm PAR-ROWTOCOL changes a row distributed matrix into a column distributed matrix. Let A ∈ R k(z),n with q z=1 k(z) = m be row distributed. A is transformed into a matrix B ∈ R m,k (z) with q z=1 k (z) = n. Every process communicates with every other process. For a process x the SEND operation has the following form:
For a process x the SEND-RECEIVE operation has the following form:
This algorithm does not need to be applied to the corresponding transformation matrices, as we always transform the left hand transformation matrix U by row operations and the right hand transformation matrix V by column operations. We obtain the algorithm PAR-COLTOROW from the algorithm PAR-ROWTO-COL by exchanging the role of rows and columns.
Parallel Kannan-Bachem-Algorithm
Algorithm 1 INPUT Number of processes q, number of its own process z, A ∈ R k(z),n , q z=1 k(z) = m and whole matrixĀ ∈ R m,n Proof: Follows from Remark 1 and Theorem 3 and the definitions of PAR-ROWTOCOL and PAR-COLTOROW.
Parallel Hartley-Hawkes-Algorithm
Algorithm 2 INPUT Number of processes q, number of its own process z,
THEN Remove v as h-th row vector of A
Insert v as h-th column vector of B 20
Correctness: The original algorithm consists of the steps 1, 2, 9, 10, 20, 21, 22 and 26 with l instead of h and A instead of B. We do the same steps as in the original algorithm, but on the processes owning the current elements. At the beginning the matrix is row distributed. As in stage l of the WHILE-loop the original l-th row is decisive for the row operations which have to be done, in the steps 3 to 7 the l-th row is sent from the process it lies on to all other processes. In step 8 this row is inserted into the h-th place behind all rows, which are in the whole matrix above the l-th row. In step 9 and 10 the row at the hth place and the rows behind it are transformed on all processes corresponding to the original algorithm. In the steps 11 and 12 the row is removed from all processes which have received it. In step 13 the matrix is transformed from row distribution to column distribution. In the steps 14 to 25 we do the analogous steps for the column distributed matrix.
Theorem 5. LetĀ ∈ R m,n with p = max{m, n} and R = Z and Proof: Follows from Remark 2 and the definitions of PAR-ROWTOCOL and PAR-COLTOROW. In comparison to Algorithm 1 the complexity of the BROADCAST operations improves by a factor of p 2 , whereas the complexity of the SEND operations stays unchanged.
Experiments with the parallel versions of the Smith normal form algorithms
The original algorithms of this paper were implemented in the language C++ with the compiler ibmcxx, version 3.6.4.0 and the parallel programs with mpich, version 1. 
Efficiency
An important criterion for the quality of a parallel algorithm is the efficiency E, dependent on the number of processes q, which we define as E(q) = Ts q·Tq , where T q is the execution time for the parallel algorithm with q processes and T s the execution time for the corresponding original algorithm. The better is the parallel program the larger is the efficiency. The efficiency is at most 1. We compute the Smith normal form with corresponding transformation matrices of a matrix of medium size on 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 processes with the parallel Algorithms 1 and 2, and we also use the corresponding original algorithms. As parallel HNF algorithm we have implemented the algorithm of Theorem 3. For every parallel SNF computation we give the efficiency in %.
Matrices over the ring Z: For the experiments we use the following class of matrices: A n = (a s,t = (s − 1) t−1 mod n) for 1 ≤ s, t ≤ n. These matrices have full rank, if n is a prime, and have rather large entries. We see, that the Hartley-Hawkes-Algorithm 2 is the better SNF algorithm. The efficiency is from 16 processes on higher than for the ring Z. MAGMA was not able to compute the Smith normal form of B q 400 with corresponding transformation matrices.
Large example matrices
For the rings Z and F 2 [x] we want to find out the maximum number of rows and columns of an input matrix we are able to compute the Smith normal form for. For some examples we additionally list the used memory in MB.
Matrices over the ring Z: For the ring Z the Kannan-Bachem-Algorithm 1 is the best parallel algorithm (compare Table 1 ).
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